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Abstract
Inferences about individual campaign contributors are limited by how the Federal Election
Commission (FEC) collects and reports data. Only transactions that exceed a cycle-todate total of $200 are individually disclosed, so the contribution histories of many donors
are unobserved. We contrast visible donors and “hidden donors,” i.e., small donors who
become invisible due to censoring and routinely ignored in existing research. We use the
Sanders presidential campaign in 2016, whose unique campaign structure received money
only through an intermediary committee, which is governed by stricter disclosure statutes,
allowing us to study hidden donors. We show that there are many hidden donors, and they
are more likely to be social and ethnic minorities. Hidden donors start giving relatively
later, with contributions concentrated around early primaries, suggesting different interests
or contribution incentives. We conclude that because of this censoring problem, the donor
population may be quite different than found in previous research.
keywords: campaign finance | 2016 election | data censoring

The United States has established one of the world’s most comprehensive federal campaign disclosure processes. The Federal Election Commission (FEC), the federal entity
which collects and disseminates these data, produces data that are transparent, accessible,
and up-to-date. Consequently, there has been an enormous amount of academic research on
campaign finance in the U.S. for the last few decades—see, for example, the recent review
by Dawood (2015). Yet as we argue below, the FEC’s data is not a complete record of all
dollars given and received in federal elections, and so it is likely that our understanding of
campaign finance in the United States is incomplete.
One key feature of disclosure regulations in the U.S. is that currently, each federal campaign committee only has to report to the FEC contributions from an individual who has
already given $200 in aggregate to that campaign committee, either within a year or a twoyear election cycle according to the committee type. The $200 threshold has been in place
for decades, and many donors’ first few—in some cases all—contributions are censored.1 We
call this the censoring problem in campaign finance data, and the campaign contributors
whose contributions are below this threshold we call hidden donors.
Although a crucial part of the data generating process, the censoring problem and hidden
donors have not been adequately addressed in the campaign finance literature (Key et al.,
1955; Barber, 2016; Magleby, Goodliffe and Olsen, 2018). There is, after all, little that could
be done about the censoring, short of changing the law. However, in aggregate, hidden
donors are a nontrivial force that the politicians must cater to when deciding ideological
positions and campaign strategies. Moreover, the undisclosed contributing behavior may be
interacting with other political behavior, such as issue formation, turnout, voting, and future
transitions into more serious donors.
A preliminary analysis of the censoring problem is possible due to an unexpected turn
of events in the 2016 presidential election brought on by the campaign of Bernard “Bernie”
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Prior to 1989, however, the data entry threshold of the Federal Election Commission was set at $500.
See the FEC’s Thirty Year Report published in 2005. Also, because the $200 restriction is with nominal
dollars, the data has to be filtered using inflation adjustments.

Sanders. For the first time, we have a chance to observe all of a major presidential candidate’s individual contribution records, without any of them being censored. This is because
the Sanders campaign chose to receive money only through an intermediary committee as
earmarked contributions: these contributions are governed by a different, stricter set of
regulations, resulting in full disclosure.
Through the Sanders presidential campaign, we can compare datasets in which the censoring problem is and is not present. While the “law of available data” has driven us to
investigate visible donors almost exclusively, this paper, using the rare and valuable opportunity presented by the Sanders campaign, ventures into the seldom-explored world of
“hidden” donors.
We show that hidden donors differ substantially from the visible donors. Hidden donors
are more likely to be female, non-white, and younger. They may also have different political
goals, as they display different donation strategies. They are more likely to donate later in
the election cycle than visible donors, on average entering the race three months later, with
their giving concentrated when the race is heated. Most importantly, there are seven times
more hidden donors than visible donors—suggesting that we may be observing only the tip
of the iceberg in individual donor behavior.

Past Research
Many papers that study individual campaign contributors do so using survey data. Brown,
Powell and Wilcox (1995) surveyed campaign contributors in the 1988 presidential election
to uncover the dynamics of “serious money” and how campaigns choose their solicitation
strategies. Francia et al. (2003) provided an analysis of the motivations and demographics
of individual contributors to the 1996 congressional elections. More recently, Barber, CanesWrone and Thrower (2017) conducted a survey of Senatorial contributors in the 2012 election,
concluding that individuals respond to Senators’ policy positions.
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However, such studies inevitably rely on the FEC records to sample respondents, meaning
that they are restricted to “visible” contributors, who contributed $200 or more to at least
one candidate. This is because Title 11 of the Code of Federal Regulations declare in 11
CFR 104.3(4)(i) Content of Reports that only contributions that exceed $200 in aggregate
will be itemized and reported. The records that do not meet the threshold will be deemed
unitemized, and reported only as an aggregate, thus discarding information on who gave how
much on what date. We offer more legal details below.
The comparisons that studies often make (e.g., Francia et al. (2003)) is between a visible
contributor and an average citizen, or between different types of visible contributors. These
studies have not examined how hidden contributors differ from those who are visible, nor do
they compare hidden contributors and non-contributors. Unfortunately, small, hidden donors
could be very different from the donor population that we have witnessed and analyzed.
Verba, Schlozman and Brady (1995) show that even among campaign contributors, mean
dollars given to campaigns vary greatly by family income, and only when the family income
exceeds $75,000 dollars does the mean dollars given exceed $200. This implies that lowerincome donors might be more likely to be hidden, and their exclusion from survey studies
of contributors could be problematic if their motives for contributing are systematically
different from higher-income, visible donors.
It is not that political scientists are altogether unaware of the censoring problem in
individual contribution records. Key et al. (1955) had already pointed out how we do not
know about “little givers.” Francia et al. (2003) recognizes the threshold by labeling donations
after the $200 threshold as “significant” donations, and Heerwig (2016) by labeling the given
donors as “elite” donors. Barber (2016), while discussing how his survey does not include
donors who gave less than $200 in a footnote, notes that his picture of individual donors’
motivations may be incomplete, if unitemized (hidden) donors have different motivations
from those who are itemized (visible).
Although this censoring problem is well-known, and there is no remedy, short of changing
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federal campaign finance law, or asking campaigns to voluntarily report every small donation. The paucity of donors in the adult American population still means that it might be
difficult in a random sample of citizens to sample many of those making small donations.
There have been a few papers using the American National Election Studies (ANES) surveys
(Panagopoulos and Bergan, 2006; Johnson, 2013), but the sample size that report contributing is very small—for instance, in the 2008 election, only 9.9% of survey respondents reported
to have contributed money to a specific candidate campaign out of 2,100 respondents.2 This
makes it difficult to compare and contrast small and large donors.
Despite this, the literature has worked to make stylized facts about the small, hidden
donors. Most obviously, the hidden donors are relatively poor, because giving is related
to disposable income. Verba, Schlozman and Brady (1995) show that percentage of family
income contributed to political campaigns increases with the family income level, sharply
rising at $50,000 or more at the time of the survey. Other researchers directly surveyed small
donors (Graf, 2006; Malbin, 2013; Wilcox, 2008) to conclude similarly that small donors
are more economically representative of the general population, and discuss the normative
concerns regarding expansion of small donor population. Graf (2006) also show the small
and large donors’ difference by gender, occupation, and education. Papers such as Johnson
(2010) and Culberson, McDonald and Robbins (2018) tackle the small donor problem by
using aggregate amounts reported at the campaign level, concluding that small donors are
linked to more ideologically extreme candidates, as has been previously suspected (Bonica,
2011). Christenson, Smidt and Panagopoulos (2014) use candidate-level regression to show
that the web presence and Internet-drawn small donors propel candidates forward after
early-primary victories.
The recentmost work that has systematically compared visible and hidden campaign
contributors is Magleby, Goodliffe and Olsen (2018). They were able to cooperate with
major presidential candidates of 2008 and 2012 to receive a random sample of contributors
2
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who gave donations of all sizes. With Obama, Romney, and McCain contributors, they
generally do not find important ideological differences between visible and hidden donors.3
In terms of their demographic profiles, they found that visible donors are older and wealthier
than hidden donors. Hidden donors, meanwhile, were more likely to have been solicited to
contribute online.
Magleby, Goodliffe and Olsen (2018) makes it clear that campaigns prioritize large donors
over the small, especially due to changes introduced by the Bipartisan Campaign Reform
Act of 2002. However, appeals to small donors are becoming more prevalent in American
campaigns, especially in recent elections as the Internet is becoming central to campaign
fundraising (Malbin, 2013; Karpf, 2013) and lowering the cost of participation. The small
donor population has been subjected to intense media scrutiny starting 2008 and especially
during the recentmost 2016 and 2018 elections (Mider, 2015; Hamburger, 2016; Goldmacher,
2016; Burns, Shorey and Patel, 2018). They are also likely to increase as campaigns realize
their potential and importance, especially having a set of voters that have not maxed out
their individual contribution limits, and hence can be re-solicited (Nelson, 2010). In that
case, it is crucial to understand who these small donors are and what they are doing, in
order to understand how the campaigns must be perceiving and catering to their needs to
raise more money.
This paper contributes to the literature on small donors by analyzing an entire donor
population for a presidential candidate and on an individual-level data. While our data does
not have the more in-depth questions and breadth that are available in surveys of donors
like that of Magleby, Goodliffe and Olsen (2018) or Graf (2006), we are not limited to a
few thousand survey respondents—we can bring the entire population of visible and hidden
Sanders contributors to study. This allows us to show the counterfactual scenarios and
compare various summary statistics, including or excluding hidden donors. Hence we help
document the biases that the censored data brings to our analyses of campaign contributions.
3
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The Censoring Problem in Campaign Finance Data
Using the U.S. federal campaign finance data is much more complex than it appears. Disclosure statutes from the Code of Federal Regulations have many important and complex
details that dictate how campaigns should collect and report the data. Moreover, these regulations, rooted in the The Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 (FECA, Pub.L. 92–225),
have changed numerous times over the years. Therefore, it is crucial to understand the legal details of campaign finance in the U.S. to get an accurate picture of even the simplest
descriptive statistics.
In this Section we state the censoring problem in more detail. We show examples of
hypothetical contributor behavior, and demonstrate what happens when the researcher tries
to infer contributor behavior using just the censored data. We also show what makes the
Sanders 2016 campaign different by explaining the legal details entailing intermediary committees and the disclosure of earmarked contributions.

Code of Federal Regulations, Title 11
The Federal Election Commission administers federal campaign finance law, under Title 11
of the Code of Federal Regulations. A federal campaign committee that meets the conditions
will be registered with the FEC and will regularly file reports that disclose funds that are
raised and spent. 11 CFR 104.3 Contents of Reports dictates this, and how the information
on receipts are censored is stated in 11 CFR 104.3(4)(i):4
(4)(i) Each person, other than any political committee, who makes a contribution
to the reporting political committee during the reporting period, whose contribution or contributions aggregate in excess of $200 per calendar year (or per
4

We immediately see that aside from the arbitrary $200, there are two additional problems: one is
that the $200 is in nominal dollars, unadjusted for inflation, and the other is that whether a campaign
committee is authorized or not—which is, in the campaign finance jargon, another name for candidateaffiliated committee, especially the principal campaign committees. For an exact definition, see 11 CFR
9032.1. We largely avoid the first problem as we only use a single cycle’s observation, and we will for the
moment ignore the second problem.
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election cycle in the case of an authorized committee), together with the date
of receipt and amount of any such contributions, except that the reporting political committee may elect to report such information for contributors of lesser
amount(s) on a separate schedule;
When a contribution must be recorded by meeting this threshold, this contribution is
‘itemized.’ Unitemized contributions are aggregated into a lump-sum and reported as a single
number, and thus does not present the same amount of details as an itemized contribution.
Naturally, the donors whose contributions never meet the threshold become entirely absent
from the filed paperwork.
As aforementioned, intermediary committees are the primary organization that we utilize to investigate the censoring effect on the data. 11 CFR 110.6 Earmarked Contributions
provide details as to what they are, and what they should disclose. While earmarked contributions are money designated to a clearly identified candidate/committee, intermediary
committees are “anyone who receives and forwards an earmarked contribution to a candidate or candidate’s authorized committee.” 5 The following excerpt from the FEC Candidate
Guidebook summarizes the special disclosure requirements:
A political committee that serves as a conduit of an earmarked contribution
must disclose the earmarked contribution, regardless of amount, on two separate
reports: the committee’s next regularly scheduled FEC report, and a special
transmittal report sent to the recipient authorized committee. 110.6(c)(1).
As we can see, intermediary committees have stricter disclosure requirements than other
campaign committees. They must report all contributions, not just those that cross the
$200 threshold—see Appendix A for details. The issue, which we present with some detailed
hypothetical examples in Appendix B, is that for campaigns that use the typical contributions
process, we will not observe contributors to that campaign who donate less than $200.
5
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The Sanders Campaign, 2016
The Sanders campaign was unique in many ways, including his approach to campaign finance.
In his 2016 presidential campaign, one of the important issues for Sanders was his stance
against the influence of “big” money and special interests. He claimed early on that his
campaign would not be allied with any super PACs (Lee, 2016; Qiu, 2015). In addition,
the Sanders campaign was reported by the media in late 2015 to have organized only seven
traditional fundraisers, while the Clinton campaign had by then already organized more than
110 (Associated Press, 2015). In March 2016 it was further reported that the campaign had
only two more traditional fundraisers (Gaudiano, 2016).
This distaste for conventional fundraising meant that most of Sanders’ donations were
digitally processed. His website noted on April 30, 2016 that 94% of its contributions were
made online.67 His fundraising appeals were mostly digital, using emails, texts, and social
media (Corasaniti, 2016), and his website pointed to the ActBlue contributing page. The
campaign used no other online platforms and had no offline fundraising staff. Hence, almost
all individual donors who desired to contribute to Sanders would have had to donate through
ActBlue, regardless of their wealth, connections, or intentions.
Because ActBlue is an intermediary committee, it is subject to the same regulations
as explained in Code of Federal Regulations, Title 11. We can track all Sanders donors,
regardless of the size of their donations to his campaign, a first for any level of campaign.
Regardless of whether they gave fifty cents or maxed out individual contribution limits, they
6

The website address is https://berniesanders.com/revolution/. Our final estimate of how much
Sanders campaign received online is 98.1% of his total individual contributions, which is an increased percentage from 94% reported in the website, the estimate which is calculated before mid-May 2016—hence
the disparity is likely because the last months’ donations were made all online. That the 94% is calculated
before mid-may can be inferred from the Wayback Machine’s snapshot of the website, the first snapshot of
which is at May 21, 2016, and shows the 94% claim.
7
5.1% of donors’ year-to-date contribution records do not match the actual sum of records, (1) potentially
because they have not been sufficiently record linked due to the conservative linking of contribution records
that constitute the same individual, (2) the committee inaccurately calculated the contributor year-to-date by
mixing up different contributors, or (3) because these donors have given in the aforementioned few traditional
fundraisers. The third possibility seems viable, since we find that 68.7% of those with record irregularities are
visible. The second possibility is also high, because we often find that intermediate records of contribution
sum year-to-date are grossly inaccurate. This speaks to the difficulty of working with campaign finance data.
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would be captured in ActBlue reports. This means that the censoring problem disappears
with respect to Sanders’ contributors, giving us an unprecedented opportunity to study both
visible and hidden donors to a major presidential campaign. See Appendix C for details.
It is true that the data is restricted to a subset of presidential donors, who are ideologically
liberal but attracted to a non-conventional, independent candidate. However, there are
unmistakable advantages in utilizing the Sanders data. It is likely that we will never have
another major candidate whose contributions are so transparently presented to the public
and have all his donors exposed, both small and large.
Table 1 shows the proportion of unitemized contributions within all individual contributions for the four major presidential candidates of 2016, as well as House and Senate
Democrats and Republicans in 2016. Again, this demonstrates that there are many hidden
donors that we cannot observe, and that they play a substantial role in elections, especially
in presidential races.

Data
The data is collected from the Federal Election Commission. While the data itself is public,
there are several ways to collect the data. You can use the FEC FTP site to bulk download
the individual contributions data, use third-party data, or build a database from scratch
usinig the the OpenFEC API (https://api.open.fec.gov/developers/). While the bulk
data is easy to download and robust to deduplication, this contains only the visible donors
and excludes the small donor contributions by applying the $200 filter. The third party data
such as from the Center for Responsive Politics has some benefits, such as industry coding
and standardization of occupation, but also misses intermediary contributions that we are
looking for. Hence we built our own database using raw FEC data. Due to rate limit issues,
this can take up to months using a single credential.
Using OpenFEC API, all the 2016 cycle’s raw individual contribution data was down-
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loaded as text files in a 100-line batches, more than 1,133,000 in number and 165Gb in
storage. They were then wrangled and record-linked to establish which donations were coming from the same individual. Most importantly, we use contributions to Bernie 2016, the
Sanders presidential committee, and to ActBlue, and create a union of contribution records
to Sanders while filtering out duplicate contributions, if any. This way, we can uncover
donations ranging from a dollar to the $2,700 individual limit, and determine the hidden
donors. We perform a similar operation for other committees as well, as other Democratic
campaign committees and PACs also extensively use ActBlue.
The campaign reports do not contain gender or racial/ethnic information per se, and
only carry name, address, the money’s destination, date, occupation, and employer. To
buttress our analysis, we use contributor names and address geo-locations to infer gender
and race/ethnicity. For gender inferences, we use the R package gender (Mullen, 2018;
Blevins and Mullen, 2015), which uses first names and the Social Security Administration’s
yearly dataset of first names to infer the gender of the donor. If the donor has voluntarily
entered a prefix such as a Mr., we override the gender inference with the gender inferred from
the self-reported prefix. For race/ethnicity, we use the R package wru (Khanna, Imai and
Jin, 2017; Imai and Khanna, 2016). That is, we utilize the Census Bureau’s surname list and
use Bayes rule to infer the race. In particular, we use a census block level inference, after
geocoding each address using the Census Geocoder and obtaining the latitude and longitude
of the address.

Who Are the Hidden Donors?
We define a Sanders contributor as anyone who donated to Sanders’ presidential campaign
committee during the 2016 presidential election cycle. The committee launched on April 30,
20158 and the cycle ends on December 31, 2016.
8
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The total estimated number of Sanders contributors is over 2 million, including both visible and hidden donors—this demonstrates that he received a large number of contributions
to his presidential bid from a large base of donors. However, among the 2 million Sanders
donors, only 12.4% (250,352 out of 2,017,638) would have been visible if the Sanders campaign did not receive individual contributions only through intermediary committees. In
other words, there were seven times more contributors than would have been actually visible. This simple fact shows the potential magnitude of the censoring problem in the U.S.
campaign contributions data, and similar to the numbers reported in Magleby, Goodliffe and
Olsen (2018), where they estimated that 82% of Romney donors and 88% of Obama donors
in 2012 were small donors.
Figure 1 shows the donor base comparative to the population estimated by the 2016
American Community Survey, geographically. Naturally, we can see that the donor population is strong in Vermont, with the town of Newfane with the largest proportion of Sanders
donors (32% of residents). 74% of the top 100 zip codes in Sanders-donor proportion are
Vermont zip codes, with California and Massachusetts trailing respectively at 12% and 5%.

Visible vs. Hidden Donors: Demographics
Table 2 displays the demographic difference between visible and hidden Sanders contributors.
A hidden contributor is more likely to be male and a racial or ethnic minority, whether
black, Hispanic, or Asian. However, it is noticeable that while the percentages of black or
an Asian contributors do not differ greatly between visible and hidden Sanders donors, a
hidden contributor is much more likely to be Hispanic than a visible contributor.9 This is
an interesting observation, and could reflect the fact that Hispanic voters are younger than
other racial groups (Patten, 2016), and therefore unable to afford donating more than $200.
Table 3 shows top 10 types of employment of all 2016 contributors and their percentage
9

These are still statistically significant differences. We do not offer p- or t-statistics separately for any of
our descriptive statistics. Because the sample size is so large, every difference that we present in this paper
is statistically significant (p < 0.001).
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for the subset of Sanders supporters. Noticeable is the presence of students in the hidden
donor population while the likelihood of being retired is much higher for visible donors. This
signals a difference in age groups, i.e., that the hidden donors are likely to be younger in age.
In addition, while visible donors are more likely to report being attorneys and physicians,
hidden donors are slightly more likely to be teachers. Considering that the average annual
salary of teachers in public schools was $56,383 in 201210 while a physician’s lowest pay
was $189,00011 , this hints at wealth differentials, again, which is to be expected. However
it is also interesting to note that the proportion visible donors reporting unemployment is
actually slightly higher than among hidden donors.

Predicting Hidden Donor Status
In this subsection we estimate generalized additive models (GAMs) to predict hidden donor
status, using state dummies, gender interacted with race, and smoothed covariates for wealth.
Because we do not have individual-level wealth, we use zip-code level median household income and housing prices of 2015, both of which are fitted as smooth terms. We also generate
an occupation variable by classifying the following: student, unemployed, homemaker, retired, and employed. The reason is that, relative to more specific occupational labels that
we have shown above, these are less likely to be exaggerated or be ambiguous.12
Using the fast stable restricted maximum likelihood method (REML) of Wood (2011),
Figure 2 the summed effects of parametric terms in our GAM model.13 A full summary and
graphical representations of other effects such as state effects or occupational effects are in
10

National Center for Education Statistics, Digest of Education Statistics: 2013
Forbes, The Best- And Worst-Paying Jobs For Doctors, July 20, 2012.
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For instance, a donor declaring herself as ‘president’ may mean very different things, ranging being
the head of a charitable organization to a more traditional corporate executive. The size and power of the
organization they lead—and subsequently the donor’s socioeconomic status—can be very different.
13
Summed effects, as opposed to partial effects, are the predicted value of the outcome from a certain
combination of covariates. For example, the summed effects in the first panel of Figure 2 is calculated
by assuming a California employed resident with a median zip-code house price in 2015 of $263,879 and a
median zip-code household income of $68,831, and intercepts added. Because of the lack of individual-specific
covariates and the simplicity of the model, the fit is poor, resulting in summed effects that are quite off the
scale. Not much should be made of the x-axis numbers other than their relative order.
11
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Appendix D.
We see that, as suspected from the descriptive statistics, Hispanics of either gender are
likely to be hidden donors. Asians follow, and then others. The most interesting point from
the first panel of Figure 2 is that black men are least likely to be hidden donors. Although the
standard errors are larger on estimates of the black population due to their small number, a
t-test on the subset of black or white men shows that black men are less likely to be hidden
donors relative to white men (p < 0.001), although the coefficients are not substantively
different. In all races, women are more likely to be hidden donors, and Hispanic women
disproportionately so (interaction effect p < 0.05).
Occupation-wise, a student is likely to be a hidden donor, while a retired person is likely to
be visible, which is as expected. Incredibly, those who claim to be unemployed are more likely
to be visible than those who entered regular occupations. This could be indicative of Sanders’
popularity among the unemployed. However, whether the self-proclaimed unemployment
always reflects the true occupational status is unknown.
Clearly, our results are consistent with the demographic comparisons made in Graf (2006)
and Magleby, Goodliffe and Olsen (2018). Hidden donors are more likely to be women, young,
and low in income than visible donors, which can be inferred by the distribution of “retired”
and “student.” Two interesting results were that black men were more likely to be visible
donors than white men, and that the unemployed were likely to be more visible than those
who reported regular job titles. The donation differences we observe in the data for black
and white men need further study. On the other hand, that unemployed were more likely to
be visible Sanders donors could be an indication of his popularity among the unemployed,
with his economic policy positions.
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Differences in Contribution Pattern
Given the demographics differences that we have documented earlier, here we investigate
whether hidden and visible donors vary in their contribution patterns.

Amount and Frequency
Table 4 displays the basic descriptive statistics for frequency and sum of all Sanders contributions of the 2016 cycle. Note that there are—obviously—huge differences between visible
and hidden contributors. When the median hidden donor gives a dollar to Sanders, the median visible donor will give close to fifteen. Figure 3 shows the density plot of how the sum of
contributions to Sanders are distributed, capped at $500 to clearly highlight the difference.
We see that hidden donors’ money has a different distribution, and with peaks at various
salient contribution amounts such as $10 (12.0% of hidden donors), $15 (8.5%), $50 (7.6%),
$27 (6.1%), and so on. There are no such extreme peaks for visible donors’ contributions.
4.8% of visible donors gave $250, 3.1% gave $300, and so on.
The $27 contribution amount is particularly interesting. This is an amount that the
Sanders campaign deliberately made salient mid-election, emphasizing that the campaign
relied on small donors and not the fat-cats of Wall Street—this emphasis has been extensively
noted by the media (Bump, 2016; Foran, 2016; Mehta et al., 2016). It was also echoed in
Sanders’s later campaign strategies, as they added a $27 donation option in their suggested
amounts. And indeed the campaign had successfully mobilized small donors enough that its
median donor was a one-time giver of $27. However, $27-giving is more indicative of a visible
donor compared to the benchmark distribution. While 20% of Sanders donors have given
$27 at least once, conditional on a $27 giving record, a donor is 26.5% likely to be visible.
This may suggest that such compliance with the campaign message—enough to choose such
a non-salient amount—is indicative of donor loyalty, who ends up contributing enough to
earn the visibility.
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Contributions to other committees also show differences.14 Note that the majority of
Sanders donors are likely not to show up on other committees’ itemized contributions, visible and hidden alike. The mean sum to other committees from visible donors are smaller
compared to amount to Sanders ($531.0 < $632.0). The trend is reversed for hidden donors
($57.7 > $45.7), which is quite impressive, and combined with the quantiles, hints at an
extremely skewed distribution of giving to non-Sanders committees.

Timing
Timing is a rarely studied aspect of campaign donations, except in the literature on PAC
contributions—for example, see Stratmann (1998). However, timing may provide some insight into donor motivations. If we view contributions as a rational act in which a donor
weighs her marginal benefits and marginal costs, whether her gift is expressively or instrumentally motivated, the first contribution date reveals precisely when the marginal benefits
first exceed marginal costs of the person. If donations are driven by solicitation, timing may
show how an equilibrium is struck between demand and supply.
Table 5 shows various summaries of when the donors choose to give. Notice that visible
contributors on average enter earlier in the race with their first contribution. While visible
donors give long before the primaries, hidden donors enter right before the primaries start.
Visible donors also leave later than hidden contributors, again by a difference of two to three
months, a substantial amount of time. Note how half of hidden donors started to leave from
March 9th or later, although it was the day after the Sanders’ surprise win in Michigan. In
fact, by April 26 (the time of the so-called Acela primaries), less than one in six Sanders
14

Note that contributions to other committees should be interpreted immediately at face value, and the
above descriptives are naive. That not many hidden donors give to other committees can be a mechanical
result from the data generating process, because we are not able to detect under-$200 donations of either
visible or hidden donors from other committees unless they come through intermediary committees. We
counter this by deliberately keeping in our records the under-$200 donations via intermediaries for all committees, both visible and hidden contributions. As we will discuss in Appendix C, there is a substantial
evidence that intermediaries played a huge role in the 2016 election not just in the Sanders campaign, and
we argue that keeping all contributions is an informative, consistent, and conservative method in highlighting
the differences in contributor types that we argue for.
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hidden donors remained (16.9%). For visible donors, a majority of them stopped only after
May 18.
Table 5 shows the percentage of donors who gave to Sanders or non-Sanders committee
after some key dates in which Sanders’ prospect declined. We include Super Tuesday (March
15), Acela primaries (April 26), when Clinton became a presumptive nominee (June 6),
when Sanders officially endorsed Clinton (July 12nd), and when the Democratic Convention
officially closed (July 28). Note how, while the proportion of hidden donors that give to
other committees stays consistent, hidden donors who give to Sanders rapidly decline as the
election progresses. This vividly contrasts with visible donors. By the time that Clinton is
the presumptive nominee, while almost 30% of visible donors still opened their wallets for
further campaign contributions to Sanders, while only 5% of hidden donors did. Hidden
donors seem to be quicker to abandon Sanders while steadily supporting other committees,
if any.
It is surprising to see that so many visible donors contributed to Sanders after he had
effectively lost in his quest for the Democratic nomination. Even if we account for the possibility of campaigns mislabeling donations with different dates then they actually received,
the percentage seems substantial—see for example that one out of twenty visible donors gave
to Sanders even after Sanders endorsed Clinton. Less than one percent of hidden donors donated after the endorsement in July. Figure 4 graphically shows this by weekly trends of
contribution frequency and sum. Note that hidden donors’ giving to Sanders—altogether—
are much more concentrated in the earlier weeks of primaries, especially in February and
March, so
It could seem that a class of donors, who were rapidly disillusioned by the candidate as
the primaries progressed, stop giving mid-campaign and as a result became hidden. However,
again note that the first contribution dates also differ meaningfully—which is an important
piece of evidence. That hidden donors are late entrants to the market signal that they were
not die-hard supporters to begin with, and that they may have been persuaded in to give
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only after Sanders gained sufficient momentum.
The difference in enthusiasm could be attributed to many factors, such as ideological
differences (Ensley, 2009), candidate valence, information costs, or allocable budget. For
example, given that donors are instrumental, the ones who are further away from Sanders
ideologically may have been attracted to give by his rising prospects, but as his viability
fell, they withdrew as their marginal benefit of giving fell below the costs. It could be that
these are donors who are generally not interested in politics enough to consider giving, and
only when Sanders became a serious figure, were attracted just enough to give once or twice.
There could be a donor class with limited budget that can be spared on political donations,
for instance due to lower income, and thus cannot afford to give expressive donations such
as those made after Sanders loses the primary race. Unfortunately, with the existing data
we cannot immediately conclude whether either of these two explanations hold true.

Differentiating Visible Donors
Given the results above, there is a possibility that visible donors become visible simply
because they have patiently given many times, and eventually ran over the $200 threshold.
These donors, which we will call eventually visible donors, may be different from the ones
who have given over $200 in their first contribution, who we will call immediately visible
donors. If for instance a donor gives $50 monthly starting January 2016 and she opts out
during or before April, she will be hidden, while if she remains to give once more until May,
she becomes visible. Distinguishing the different types of visible donors may be important
in understanding differences in their political behavior from hidden donors.
Table 6 shows summary statistics for contribution frequency, averages, and sum across
the three types of donors. Eventually visible donors constitute only 2.7% of the donor
population, and hence immediately visible donors 9.7%.
By calculating the average donation size, we can see the difference between hidden and
visible donors again. While there may exist a subpopulation of visible donors who are more
16

homogeneous at the high end of hidden donor distribution, it is not universal—the visible
donors’ median donation average is more than twice that of hidden donors. More striking
is how frequently these eventually visible donors give—the median gives 11 times to the
Sanders campaign, seemingly an indication of a consistent support base. In fact, the sum of
money from this class of eventually visible donors make up the 44.2% of Sanders’ individual
contributions, followed by the sum from hidden donors (38.7%).
What really sets the eventually visible donors apart from hidden donors is seen in Table 7.
Note how the eventually visible class of donors persistently gave to non-Sanders committees,
in even larger proportions than the immediately visible donors. Immediately visible donors
donated larger amounts to Sanders as can be seen from Table 5—we may have expected them
to be not only richer but more politically involved than those eventually visible. However,
eventually visible donors entered earlier and rode out the election season for much longer than
either of the other donor types. Combined, it looks like there is a stark difference between
hidden donors and the class of donors who have given enough times to earn themselves the
$200-threshold visibility.
One interesting point from Table 7 is that the median date of first donation for hidden
donors and for immediately visible donors are very similar—only four days apart, a week to
go before the Iowa caucuses. This again shows that what sets the eventually visible donors
apart is when they started to give. We cannot make any causal claims here, but given that
the eventually visible donors are both early givers and givers to other committees, it will
be interesting to see whether an early engagement with a campaign committee evolves into
more comprehensive political participation, or those who would have been involved in politics
would have started giving early at any rate.
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Conclusion
How is our understanding of campaign finance restricted by the Federal Election Commission
(FEC)’s data generating process? Because only transactions that exceed cycle-to-date aggregate of $200 are disclosed, many donors’ first few—or all—contributions are censored. We
have shown that small donors, who become hidden with censoring (hidden donors), are very
different from large donors who are usually the only donors visible to campaign outsiders
(visible donors). Hence we argue that our knowledge of individual campaign contributors is
incomplete, and that there are many more people hidden beneath the tip of the iceberg.
Hidden donors, more than seven times in number than visible donors, are more likely to
be students, female, and racial/ethnic minority, compared to visible donors. This reflects the
economic inequality that may exist in the populations of campaign donors, and hints that
we usually only see a limited picture of much wealthier, privileged donors’ political behavior.
Note that the demographics of the hidden donors are still quite distinct from the average
American.
Hidden donors tend to contribute later in the election than visible donors, and their giving
is concentrated when the race is heated. The median hidden donor starts to give to Sanders
a week before the primaries start, and does not give more than once or twice—whether it
be a lack of enthusiasm, Sanders’ diminished viability, or the donor’s constricted campaign
budget, is difficult to identify. Whichever is the case, the hidden donors will have largely
cleared out around March 2016, while a substantial portion of visible donors continue to give
even with their candidate’s dwindled prospects.
The hidden donors, in aggregate, make up 38.5% of the contributions to Sanders from
individual donors. While this proportion may be slightly overestimated due to the uniquely
popular, small-donor powered nature of the Sanders campaign, the hidden donors are still
a significant subset of the financial constituents that a politician must be responsive to.
If hidden donors truly reflect the popular vote better than the elite, visible donors, their
entry or attrition may be important numbers that a campaign is paying attention to, and
18

tailoring their campaigns accordingly. If these are younger, less well-off donors who will grow
to become wealthier in the years to come, the number and behavior of hidden donors will
impact a politician’s long-term election strategies.
If we can find a way to extract the information that is censored, we may be able to answer
a more variety of questions in campaign finance and political participation. While we may
never be as lucky as in the 2016 presidential campaign to have this much data on a major
politician, the ever-increasing reliance of the Democratic campaigns on ActBlue, and that
the $200 requirement stands unadjusted by inflation, will help us uncover the small donors
as election cycles progress.15 How to use this data to counter the “law of available data” will
require discretion and attention to details.
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For a robustness check with different threshold other than $200, again, which can seem arbitrary, we
provide the same Tables and Figures using different thresholds in Appendix F. The same conclusions hold
for thresholds $100, $500, and $1,000.
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Tables

Office/Party

Unitemized Individual $/
(Unitemized + Itemized) (%)

House Democrats
House Republicans
Senate Democrats
Senate Republicans

22.4
13.9
25.0
18.7

Hillary Clinton (Dem.)
Bernie Sanders (Dem.)
Donald Trump (Rep.)
Ted Cruz (Rep.)

25.8
58.1
64.9
38.5

Table 1: Proportion of Unitemized Contributions in Individual Contributions, 2016 Elections
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Table 2: Demographics of Visible and Hidden Contributors, 2016 Sanders Campaign
Visible

Hidden

% of Men

57.2%

53.2%

%
%
%
%

90.5%
2.8%
4.2%
2.5%

86.7%
3.0%
7.4%
2.9%

of
of
of
of

Whites
Blacks
Hispanics
Asians
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Table 3: Occupations of Visible and Hidden Contributors, 2016 Sanders Campaign

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

Unemployed
Engineer
Teacher
Retired
Attorney
Professor
Physician
Consultant
Student
Homemaker

Visible

Hidden

26.7%
4.8%
4.1%
3.9%
2.3%
2.1%
2.1%
1.9%
1.2%
0.4%

25.7%
3.1%
4.9%
1.3%
1.1%
1.2%
0.8%
1.3%
4.0%
0.3%

(Occupations are sorted by the visible donor percentage for a better contrast.)
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Table 4: Quantiles of Contribution Amounts and Frequencies, Visible and Hidden Contributors, 2016 Sanders Campaign
Quantiles

Mean
0.25
Visible,
to Sanders

Frequency
Sum

13.2
$549.0

Hidden,
to Sanders

Frequency
Sum

2.5
$46.1

1
$15.0

Visible,
to others

Frequency
Sum

19.1
$523.0

1
$2.0

Hidden,
to others

Frequency
Sum

3.8
$13.2

0
$0.0
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0.50

0.75

5
10
17
$260.0 $365.0 $595.0
1
$28.0

3
$60.0

4
15
$33.6 $188.0
0
$0.0

2
$5.0

Table 5: Timing of Contributions, Visible and Hidden Contributors
Visible
Median first contribution date to Sanders
Median last contribution date to Sanders

Hidden

10/04/2015 01/29/2016
05/18/2016 03/09/2016

% of donors who gave to Sanders, after
— Super Tuesday
— Acela primaries (Super Tuesday III)
— Clinton became presumptive nominee
— Sanders endorsed Clinton
— End of Democratic convention

83.5%
63.3%
29.5%
5.5%
0.1%

44.9%
16.9%
4.6%
0.8%
0.0%

% of donors who gave to non-Sanders cmte., after
— Super Tuesday
— Acela primaries (Super Tuesday III)
— Clinton became presumptive nominee
— Sanders endorsed Clinton
— End of Democratic convention

39.4%
39.0%
37.9%
35.9%
34.3%

13.8%
13.3%
12.6%
11.7%
11.2%
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Table 6: Quantiles of Contribution Amounts and Frequencies to Sanders, Immediately Visible, Eventually Visible, and Hidden Donors
Quantiles

Mean
0.25

0.50

0.75

Immediately Visible,
to Sanders

Frequency
Average
Sum

6.5
1
3
7
$233.0 $50.1 $128.0 $250.0
$745.0 $275.0 $481.0 $857.0

Eventually Visible,
to Sanders

Frequency
Average
Sum

15.1
$43.4
$494.0

Hidden,
to Sanders

Frequency
Average
Sum

2.5
$22.5
$46.1
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7
11
19
$21.1 $32.7 $52.4
$258.0 $350.0 $550.0
1
$10.0
$15.0

1
$15.0
$28.0

3
$27.0
$60.0

Table 7: Timing of Contributions, Immediately Visible, Eventually Visible, and Hidden
Donors
Immediately Visible Eventually Visible
Median first contribution date to Sanders
Median last contribution date to Sanders

01/25/2016
04/03/2015

Hidden

09/23/2015 01/29/2016
05/25/2016 03/09/2016

% of donors who gave to Sanders, after
— Super Tuesday
— Acela primaries (Super Tuesday III)
— Clinton became presumptive nominee
— Sanders endorsed Clinton
— End of Democratic convention

61.5%
38.7%
15.7%
3.0%
0.1%

89.6%
70.1%
33.3%
6.2%
0.0%

44.9%
16.9%
4.6%
0.8%
0.0%

% of donors who gave to non-Sanders cmte., after
— Super Tuesday
— Acela primaries (Super Tuesday III)
— Clinton became presumptive nominee
— Sanders endorsed Clinton
— End of Democratic convention

72.3%
54.9%
37.6%
28.6%
25.9%

92.8%
79.2%
56.1%
41.5%
36.7%

13.8%
13.3%
12.6%
11.7%
11.2%
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Figures
Figure 1: Proportion of Sanders Donors By Estimated Population, Zip Code Level

(%)
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Demographics

Figure 2: Demographics and Occupations’ Effect on Hidden Donor Status
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3.0

Figure 3: Distribution of Contribution Sum to Sanders, Visible and Hidden Contributors,
Truncated at $500
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Figure 4: Weekly Distribution of Contribution Frequency and Amount Sum, by Donor Type
and Destination
Frequency (1 million USD)
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